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Introduction

The lab ProtestNews aims at extracting contentious politics (riots, social
movements), i.e. the “repertoire of contention” (Giugni 1998, Tarrow 1994,
Tilly 1984), related event information from news articles.

Our aim is to test and improve state-of-the-art methods for text
classification and information extraction on data from multiple, less-studied,
countries, e.g. India, China.

Motivation

I Creating protest databases for multiple countries enable comparative studies
in social and political sciences.

I Manual coding of protest information in news is labor intensive in a way
that is not possible to scale for analyzing news for multiple decades and
countries.

I State-of-the-art methodology for automatic protest database creation has
serious limitations (Wang et al. 2016).

I Text classification and information extraction systems may not perform well
on text different from the text used to build or validate them (Ettinger et al.
2017).

Data

I We collect, label, and annotate news articles from English sources in India
and China.

I Each labeling and annotation is performed by two annotators and
disagreements are adjudicated by a domain expert based on an annotation
manual.

I Labeling errors that are spotted during annotation are corrected in order to
improve quality of the corpus.

I The recent number of labeled news articles for task 1 are around 5,000 and
1,000 for news from India and China respectively.

I We have annotated around 300 documents from India for task 3.
I The size and variety of the data will be increasing until at least January

2019.

Additional resources

I The language resources that we identified as additional data for developing
systems are:
. 7,033 news articles from POLCON project (Task 1)
. 9,019 news articles from Urban Social Disorder v2 (Task 1)
. EventStatus corpus (Task 1)
. Social Conflict Analysis Database (Task 1)
. 300 news articles from POLCON project (Task 2)
. World Atrocities Database (Task 3)
. Nonviolent & Violent Campaigns and Outcomes (Task 3)
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The lab consists of a) Task 1: News article classification as protest vs.
non-protest, b) Task 2: Event sentence detection, c) Task 3: Event
extraction, and d) Task 4: Violent protest detection. Tasks 2, 3, and 4 will
be based on news articles labeled for task 1. Participants can choose to
participate in one or more of these tasks independent of each other.

Evaluation

I The data from India will be split as train and test.
I Data from China will be used only for evaluation.
I We will provide baselines using standard methods (SVM, CRF) and data

(ACE 2005) for each task.
I We will distinguish between submissions that use only the training data

(data from India) and additional resources.
I Classification tasks will be evaluated using Mean Average Precision (MAP).
I Submissions for task 3 will be evaluated using F1 score.

Work in progress

I Include English news from more countries, e.g. South Africa.
I Add Spanish and Portuguese news from Mexico and Brazil respectively.
I Preparing a task on extracting event information that is not in the event

sentence, which is in the rest of the news article.
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